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Overview
The world faces a crisis caused by global warming because of the emission of greenhouse gases
as a result of human activity. There is now little time left to reduce emissions. Local government
can help by managing local transport and traﬃc with the aim of reducing the emission of
greenhouse gases, including nitrogen oxides (NOx) and carbon dioxide.
In addition, Bath has a particularly serious local problem of pollution caused by road traﬃc. This
includes, but is not confined to, pollution by nitrogen oxides. This pollution adversely aﬀects the
health of residents.
The council’s proposed Clean Air Zone addresses only the problem of nitrogen oxides. It would be
better to target all aspects of pollution arising from traﬃc, including the impact on local
communities, and on climate change. It should also tackle congestion. However, the consultation
only addresses NOx.
This main body of this document relates to the specific plan to tackle NOx and directly answers
the questions set in the consultation questionnaire. We have described our favoured actions and
policies including a congestion charge, which we believe would be far more eﬀective in reducing
all types of pollution, addressing climate change and dealing with congestion in the answer to
question 9.

Summary of Answers To Consultation Questions
Our aims in this response are:
• Simplification. An easy to understand charging structure and zone area will improve compliance
and acceptance.
• To make the scheme coherent and logical. That is to say that since the stated goal of the
scheme is to reduce NOx, and that is the measure of its success, we would change the scheme
to achieve that goal.
Answers to questions aimed at individuals rather than groups have been skipped.

1.

Comment on the change from a class D to a class C charging clean
air zone (removing private cars from charges)

The council should adopt a policy based on sound scientific evidence. It should not adopt a
policy that tackles the problem in one part of Bath by simply moving it to another part or still allow
vehicles that cause the problem into the zone anyway.
We believe that the scheme will fail to meet its stated objective of reducing NOx levels below legal
limits if private cars are not restricted. Even if the plan does achieve its objective, restricting
private cars will create a faster and greater reduction in harmful pollutants.
To implement a scheme that excludes them only to inevitably have to change it to include them in
the near future simply creates confusion and unnecessary cost and delay. The health of Bath’s
residents should be placed above political expediency.
The proposed scheme still allows polluting diesel vehicles into the zone. Almost every diesel
vehicle, regardless of age, produces significant levels of NOx. Therefore all private diesel
vehicles of any age should be charged by default as well as all commercial diesel vehicles not
reaching Euro 6 standards. Later start dates can be given for certain users and operators, as
specified in the consultation document.
The first graph[1] shows the eﬀect of various restrictions if they were applied to current Bath
traﬃc. Note that the emissions target is only met if private diesel vehicles are included.

Almost all diesel vehicles have worse NOx emissions than the equivalent petrol vehicles. Even if
diesels are sold as compliant with the latest Euro 6 emissions standards, real-world testing shows
that some actually emit much, much more NOx than the Euro 6 limit, as shown in the second
graph. Thus, some Euro-6 ‘compliant’ cars, which this scheme doesn’t include, actually produce
more NOx than ‘non compliant’ vans, which are included. This makes no sense.
We don’t think any scheme should discourage public transport, therefore a charging scheme
should be based on passenger capacity, with a reduction being applied based on the more
passengers the vehicle can carry and frequency of service, with more frequent services paying
less. This would encourage operators to improve public transport and people to use it, although
such a scheme would need to be carefully studied before implementation.

As the graph [2] shows, there are a very small number of diesel vehicles with lower NOx emissions
than petrol cars. Any owner of a diesel vehicle who can prove that the real-world NOx emissions
of their vehicle are lower than the average for a Euro 4 petrol vehicle should be exempt from any
charge. These independent tests would be carried-out by council MOT centres.
Finally, we would remove the exception for historic vehicles. Historic diesel vehicles still produce a
large amount of NOx and it makes no sense to exempt them.

2.

Comments on changes to the boundary of the proposed zone

The boundary being proposed is a slight improvement to that being proposed in the previous
consultation. However, it still creates a serious problem of displaced traﬃc. Drivers of vehicles
subject to charging will choose to skirt the area of the CAZ by using roads adjacent to its
boundary.
For example, on the south side of Bath this would move traﬃc, and especially the most polluting
traﬃc to residential roads. Some of these are already over used as car parks by drivers avoiding
parking charges in town. Others are narrow and already over-used.
On the south and east of Bath these roads include Cleveland Walk, Bathwick Hill, Sydney
Buildings, Horseshoe Walk, Abbey View, The Tyning, Church Road, Church Street, Rosemount

Lane, Lyncombe Vale, Lyncombe Vale Road, Greenway Lane, Junction Road, Upper Oldfield Park,
Lower Oldfield Park and Brougham Hayes. Despite being partially covered by the zone, an
uncharged route is still available on Wellsway, Wells Road and Oldfield Road.
North of the town centre similar pressures would be created in Larkhall, and in Richmond Road,
Charlecombe, Lansdown Road, Sion Road, Winifred’s Lane, Cavendish Road, Marlborough
Buildings and Marlborough Lane.
The problem of NOx pollution would be displaced but not solved by the area covered by the
proposed plan which simply moves the problem to other parts of Bath. This will create additional
problems relating to traﬃc in areas outside the CAZ (as the consultation notes in areas such as
Whiteway and Rush Hill).

We therefore suggest that any scheme should include the built up area of Bath. Our map shows
the proposed extension. The suggested area covers all of the city of Bath (as defined by ward
boundaries) but allows traﬃc to reach the park and ride sites without being charged, encouraging
drivers whose destination is not the city to avoid entering it altogether. Traﬃc following the A46/A4
route east of the city will also avoid the charge.
Any residential streets just outside the zone that do not currently use a residents parking permit
scheme will have such a scheme put in place to avoid people using the streets as a ‘car park’ to
avoid the charge. Funds raised in this way will be used to subsidise bus fares from Neighbouring
towns such as Peasedown St John, and Radstock, with a view to reducing the total amount of
traﬃc entering the town.

3. Comments on Queen Square proposals
We support traﬃc reduction measures, especially in city centres. We therefore support eﬀorts to
reduce traﬃc in Queen Square.
However, the eﬀect of the proposal in the consultation increases levels of NOx elsewhere in Bath.
Reducing the levels of a dangerous pollutant from an area that has significant commercial use and
increasing it in areas which are significantly residential does not seem like a sensible solution. This
problem only arises because the primary consideration of the scheme is to meet legal targets in
the city centre, rather than improve the city as a whole.
Including the whole city in the CAZ, as we suggest in section 2, would eliminate this trade-oﬀ and
improve air in residential suburbs as well as the city centre.

4. Comments on Support Packages
Central government money to support the scheme is useful, but must be carefully spent.
4.1 Financial support to upgrade older buses
Are profit-making companies the best recipients of taxpayers money? As long as bus operations
are profitable there should be an expectation that the cost of upgrading commercial vehicles
comes from company profits. Only where an operator cannot meet these costs without risking the
business should subsidy be considered. Buses operated by non-profit organisations and
municipal transport companies should automatically receive support.
Bath & NE Somerset Council should be using every means it has to encourage the West of
England Combined Authority to create a municipal bus company run for the benefit of people and
the most environmentally friendly way of moving them, rather than profit. Where legislation has
not yet been changed to allow this, franchises that run as close to this principle as possible
should be used. This should be a key priority in the local traﬃc plan.
4.2 Financial support for local businesses and individuals aﬀected by charges to upgrade pre-euro
6 diesel and pre-euro 4 petrol commercial vehicles
Support for commercial vehicles should be considered in the same way as suggested in 4.1.
Support for individuals should be means-tested - there is a significantly better case for people
who cannot aﬀord vital transport to receive a subsidy than someone who might own several
expensive cars.
4.3 Travel advisors to work with residents and businesses
We fully support this. We would hope that the primary recommendation of the advisors is active
transport (walking, cycling) wherever possible.
4.4 Anti-idling enforcement to directly improve air quality
We would like to see this more rigorously enforced regardless of the CAZ.

4.5 Weight restriction enforcement to stop inappropriate rat running
All roads should have the lowest weight restriction possible, with higher weights only being
allowed where there is a specific reason for doing so. The CAZ does nothing to stop the
inappropriate traﬃc already on many Bath roads, such as large HGVs using the Pennyquick/
Frome Road route to the south of Bath as a short cut. The CAZ will only make this problem worse.

5. Comments on Additional Funding
5.1 Last mile delivery and servicing support for businesses within the CAZ
We fully support this initiative.
5.2 Incentives for van drivers to use the park & ride sites
While we don’t support new park and ride sites, schemes such as existing P&R sites including a
local distribution hub using zero-emission vehicles would be beneficial.
5.3 Additional EV charging points for van and taxi / PHV drivers
We fully support more charging points, although it must be recognised the electric cars and vans
have their own issues and should be considered as an aid to transitioning to a better transport
mostly active transport system rather than a final objective.

6. Reinvesting Revenue
Our level of support (1-5) is given for each initiative followed by any comments.
6.1 Enhancing measures already being provided - 3
As mentioned in our response in 4.1, we don’t see public support to profit-making companies as
a priority where the companies can absorb additional costs and remain profitable.
6.2 Enhancing and monitoring the evaluation of the scheme - 5
It is hard to see how the scheme can be successful if this is not done.
6.3 Maintaining and enhancing the existing walking and cycling network and creating low traﬃc
neighbourhoods - 5
The end objective of all local transport planning, including the CAZ, should be to move as much
transport as possible to active transport options.
6.4 Supporting walking, scooting and cycling to school initiatives and creating school streets - 5
Children being driven to school in private cars should be the rare exception, not the rule. Also see
comment on 6.3

6.5 Supporting and enhancing the public transport network, including home to school transport 5
See comment on 6.1
6.6 Providing additional park and ride capacity at the existing park and ride sites and on existing
bus routes - 2
Park and rides may reduce traﬃc in cities and towns served by them, but they actually promote
road use and increase traﬃc between cities and towns. We must think about our environment
more widely than just Bath and work to reduce road traﬃc everywhere. As such we do not
support expanding Park and Ride sites or building new ones - the money should be spent on
improving regional public transport.
6.7 Providing schemes to reduce the impact of vehicles on the health and wellbeing of residents
and visitors - 5
Given that the entire purpose of the CAZ is health and wellbeing, and the harm caused by NOx
levels, this should be a priority.
6.8 Supporting and enhancing other sharing schemes such as the electric cycle hire scheme - 5
Electric bikes are one of the best ways of moving people around in Bath, both with a view to
congestion and pollution. We strongly support any scheme to promote them.
6.9 Supporting the development of a mobility as a service (MaaS) platform - an app to encourage
sustainable, multimodal travel options - 5
All approaches that encourage people out of cars should be evaluated and considered.

7. Comments on Boundary Infrastructure
As the signs are defined by a national standard there doesn’t seem much scope for comment on
the design of what appears on them. The proposals seem clear. However, dedicating space on
the signs to the logo of the local authority seems unnecessary and adds visual clutter as well as
signs being larger than necessary.
The structure of the posts and construction materials used for the signs should be in-keeping with
their locations and as environmentally friendly as possible, including durability and ease of
maintenance.
For infrastructure requiring power, such as lighting and cameras, we would hope that this is
provided by renewable sources wherever possible.
The council should communicate with providers of satellite navigation systems well ahead of the
CAZ being implemented so that drivers using these systems are made aware of the CAZ on their
devices.
It should be noted that the need for signs and possible confusion about where charging starts
would be reduced if the CAZ boundary covered all city wards, as we recommend in section 2.

8. Comments on Draft Charging Order
All of our comments are reflected in those given in previous sections.

9. Further Comments
NOx is a harmful pollutant that the council is right to aim to reduce. However, it is just one of
many. The sad reality is that almost all motor vehicles produce at least some harmful pollution.
This is obviously true of those powered by fossil fuels, but even electric vehicles produce
dangerous particulates due to tyre and road wear.
Our goal must therefore be to aim to eliminate as much harmful traﬃc-related pollution and
congestion as possible and promote a modal shift to active transport options wherever possible
(such as walking and cycling) and, where mass transport is necessary, the least harmful options.
This would mean trains, trams and light rail on busy routes with buses and zero emission taxis/car
clubs serving less dense areas.
Most of the city centre should be closed to motor traﬃc except for deliveries and service/
emergency vehicles. All design and planning for these streets would be to promote pedestrian
and cycle use. If trams are reintroduced these would also be allowed.
We would give pedestrians priority at all points where necessary to ensure safe and convenient
routes for them. To this end we will aim to introduce crossings on busy roads where necessary
and reduce speed limits in all residential areas. All footpaths and footways will be made and kept
to a high standard.
Any substantial change like this is more likely to succeed with the support of local people.
Consultations are a good step. We would like to emphasise how important it would be to
introduce a ‘Citizens Assembly’ exercise on this matter so that Bath & NE Somerset could really
start to assess in detail how we move from a car based transit system and into a more sustainable
future, with all voices being heard.
Cars, Roads and Parking
Cars, vans and goods vehicles contribute the vast majority of air pollution in Bath and NE
Somerset. While reducing NOx is a valid aim, we believe all other pollutants should also be
tackled, as well as the emission of all greenhouse gases given the urgency of tackling
catastrophic climate change. The easiest way to do this is via a congestion charge.
All vehicles within the boundary of the city of Bath would pay a charge per kilometre travelled
within the zone based on their average emissions, including tyre and brake dust as appropriate.
This would encourage people to use lower emission vehicles or, ideally, opt only to use their
vehicles when no other option is available.
We also support a number of other measures:
• There should be no new major road development within Bath and North East Somerset. This
includes any attempt to reintroduce a proposal for an A36-A46 link at Bathampton.
• A default 20mph speed limit should be implanted across the city of Bath, Keynsham, Midsomer
Norton, Peasedown St John and Radstock and the development of home zones with lower
speeds supported.
• Provision of car parks needs to be made in ways that do not encourage excessive vehicle use
or aﬀect the visual quality of the surrounding area.
• Charges should be implemented for car parking on all workplaces and retail stores apart from
the smallest and use this to finance improvements in more sustainable travel modes.

• To ensure residents are able to park, introduce area-wide residential parking zones and charges,
limited to one permit per household.

Promotion of Cycling
• Cycling can be encouraged through three measures principally: developing a network of safe
oﬀ-road paths, developing a network of safe routes along roads using road closures and other
measures to promote cycling over other vehicle use, and reducing speeds on all urban roads so
that they can be safely shared with vehicles.
• We would emphasise the need for all cycle routes to be of a high quality. To deliver this, we
would aim to ensure that all senior highway oﬃcers are committed to delivering it. Where any
shared use with pedestrians is proposed, we would ensure this is done sensitively and not at
the expense of pedestrian safety.
• To encourage the next generation to cycle, we would aim to provide cycle training for all
children, and would promote cycling confidence and training to adults as well.
• We would work with the mass transit operators to make provision for carrying of bikes,
particularly on those buses serving the hilliest areas of Bath. We would also give priority to
developing better cycle parking and any measures that promote cycle use.
• We would work with the mass transit operators to make provision for carrying of bikes,
particularly on those buses serving the hilliest areas of Bath. We would also give priority to
developing better cycle parking and any measures that promote cycle use.

Public Transport
• We would prioritise the provision of electronic information and timetables in large print at all
mass transit stops, and aim to introduce shelters for all stops. These will be situated for
maximum comfort of the passenger and maximum eﬃciency of the services.
• We would seek to help buses avoid congestion through much greater use of bus priority
measures, including bus lanes and bus gates that allow buses ahead of other vehicles.
• We would make contracts with any public transport providers stipulate that all vehicles used
emit low or no emissions.
• We would support the provision of an integrated transport information and ticketing system
across all transport options.

Tourist Access And Travel
Many jobs in Bath depend on tourism and yet tourists and their transport can have a seriously
detrimental eﬀect on the city and the surrounding region if their travel is not carefully planned. To
that end:
• Tourists should always be advised to travel to Bath by rail where possible in all literature and
advertising
• Bath is reliant on many coaches bringing tourists into the city, but does not have appropriate
facilities for them to park. We would oppose any attempt to use green field land for coach
parking or to use existing green space within the city. We would investigate ways of providing
for coach parking on brown field land and using readily available sites such as the Park and
Ride sites.
• Open-top tourist buses, whilst benefiting tourists, also impact heavily on residents and air
quality in the streets they use. We would work with their providers to restrict their frequency to
reasonable levels.

Sustainable Travel Initiatives
We would promote a variety of initiatives to encourage more sustainable and less polluting ways
of travelling. This will include working with employers to encourage take-up of these initiatives.
Amongst these would be:
• Car-sharing schemes, based both within local communities and within businesses. We would
support the development and expansion of the car club scheme within Bath and the
introduction of car club schemes to towns within North East Somerset, in particular, Keynsham,
Midsomer Norton and Radstock
• Grant schemes, such as those for enabling employees to purchase bicycles and equipment.

10. How Did You Hear About This Consultation?
Word of mouth.

11. In which capacity are you responding to the consultation?
On behalf of a group of individuals - Bath & NE Somerset Green Party

12. Questions for individuals
N/A
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